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Welcome to the Duke Project!

View the Gallery

The goal of this Project is to provide a location for Duke Graphics to reside. Duke is the Java mascot, which was open sourced by Sun on November 13, 2006 under the New BSD license.

What does "Open Source Duke" mean? It means all you Duke fans have the original mascot for Java technology to play with. With your creative designs, you can give Duke a personal touch. See how Duke fares trying new pastimes such as hiking, base-jumping, skiing, Sudoku, or scuba-diving - or get Duke nationalized by adding your favorite flag.

All we ask is that you treat Duke with the same respect that Sun (and now Oracle) has.

Note that you do not need to include the BSD license text to include Duke images on your website.

Resources

- Duke Project
- Repositories
- Mailing list: duke-dev
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